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THE BISHOP’S SCHOOL, CAMP
ACTIVITY REPORT
2012 -2013
JUNIOR SCHOOL, ANNUAL CONCERT
DATE
: 15th September, 2012
DAY
: Saturday
VENUE
: The New Hall, B W
Roberts Building
TIME/PERIOD
: 6pm to 8 pm
ORGANISED BY
: The Junior School
CLASS / CLASSES INVOLVED
: Classes 1 to 5
TEACHER(S) INVOLVED
: Junior School Staff
REPORT FILED BY
: Ms. M Barsay and Mrs. D
Young
A BRIEF REPORTPandora’s Box

“Pandora’s Box” a myth – that attempts to explain the beginning of
evil in this world comes from Ancient Greece and is very old. The boys
of classes 1 and 2 brought to life this short and lively story, an adaption of the original. Their speech, rhythmic movements and songs
were angelic. The colourful costumes added to the glamour of the
evening.

Sindbad – The Sailor
Following this, the students of classes 3, 4 and 5 presented one of the
classic tales from the Arabian Nights- “Sindbad the Sailor”. He is portrayed in the "Thousand and One Arabian Nights" as a wealthy man
recounting the story of his seven ill-fated voyages. In each story, he
perseveres against seemingly insurmountable difficulties, in the end
finding wealth and a way home.
Through their distinct and clear dialogues, the boys carried the
audience through the adventures and experiences that had turned
Sindbad into a brave sailor. In the play, Sinbad encounters pirates,
tribals, Arabian dancers and even ghosts.

All these groups danced to some great foot tapping music.
The audience clapped and cheered the boys on.
The concert was a wonderful amalgamation of talent, beautiful lypainted backdrops, realistic props, exquisite costumes, music and
lighting effects. The hard work and dedication of the students and
teachers, who brought about this production, was commended by our
Principal, Mr. Frank Freese.
The Main Characters

SOME MEMORABLE SCENES FROM THE PLAY

